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This paper surveys the occurrence of gender and numeral classifiers in the lan-
guages of the world and evaluates statistically whether there is a complexity trade-
off between these two linguistic patterns. Complexity is measured as overt coding
of the pattern in a language, an approach that has been shown earlier to provide
a reliable first estimate for possible trade-offs between typological variables. The
data come from a genealogically and areally stratified sample of 360 languages.The
relationship between gender and numeral classifiers in this data was researched by
constructing Generalized Linear Mixed Models. According to the results a signifi-
cant inverse relationship occurs between the variables independently of genealog-
ical affiliation and geographical areas. The distributions are explained functionally
by economy, that is, the tendency to avoid using multiple patterns in the same
functional domain.
Keywords: gender, numeral classifiers, language universals, complexity trade-off,
description-based complexity, mixed effects modeling, economy, distinctness, lan-
guage contact.
1 Introduction
In the past 35 years there has been an increasing amount of cross-linguistic re-
search on gender, and more broadly on noun classification (e.g., Dixon 1982; Cor-
bett 1991; Aikhenvald 2000; Audring 2009; Kilarski 2013; Di Garbo 2014). How-
ever, much of this research has been qualitative and not many researchers have
focused on noun classification from a statistical typological perspective.
Earlier work on noun classification systems suggested that languages might
not have both classifiers and gender as separate categories (e.g., Dixon 1982).
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Later work has revisited these claims andmore languages have been foundwhich
use both gender and classifier systems (e.g., Aikhenvald 2000). For instance, Pa-
likur (Arawakan) has gender and additionally five different classifier systems,
including numeral classifiers. The examples in (1) illustrate the co-occurrence of
gender and numeral classifiers in noun phrases.
(1) Palikur (Arawakan; Aikhenvald & Green 2011: 411)
a. paha-p-ru
one-num.clf:anim-f
tino
woman
‘one woman’
b. paha-p-ri
one-num.clf:anim-m
awayg
man
‘one man’
However, while the co-occurrence of both gender and classifiers is possible
in languages, it is relatively rare for a language to have both types of noun
classification (Corbett 2013). It seems therefore possible that classifiers and gen-
der occur in roughly complementary distribution across languages. If so, such
complementary distribution would amount to evidence on a possible complex-
ity trade-off in the domain of noun classification. While complexity trade-offs
have been researched and discussed recently in various grammatical domains,
the results have mostly proven to be negative: trade-offs occur far less often than
has been thought earlier (e.g., Shosted 2006; Miestamo 2009; Nichols 2009; Sin-
nemäki 2008; 2011; 2014a,c).
My aim in this paper is to research the relationship between gender and clas-
sifiers to find out whether they interact in particular ways across languages in
terms of complexity. For the purpose of this paper I sample numeral classifiers be-
cause they are the most common type of classifier system in the languages of the
world (Aikhenvald 2000: Ch. 4). Data is drawn from a genealogically and areally
stratified sample of 360 languages. The data comes partly from the databases of
Gil (2013), Corbett (2013), and Nichols (1992) and is supplemented by my own ex-
tensive data collection and analysis. To assess statistical tendencies in the data I
use generalized mixed effects modeling (see Jaeger et al. 2011 and Bentz &Winter
2013 for recent applications to typological data). Mixed effects modeling provides
a way of modeling the effects of genealogical inheritance and areal diffusion as
random factors and so doing justice to the observation (e.g. Nichols 2003) that
rates of language change may vary across language families and geographical
areas.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. §2 presents my approach to lan-
guage complexity. §3 describes the analysis of gender and numeral classifiers
(§3.1), the statistical methods (§3.2), and the data (§3.3). §4 presents preliminary
results (§4.1) as well as the results of the main hypothesis testing (§4.2). §5 dis-
cusses explanations and §6 concludes the paper. Appendix 1 and 2 at the end of
the paper provide additional information about statistical modeling and about
the data and sources.
2 On language complexity
A critical question in language complexity research is what approach should be
taken to complexity.1 In recent cross-linguistic research language complexity has
been approached in basically two different ways that are briefly introduced here.
First, it has been argued, most notably by Kusters (2003; 2008), that the notion
of complexity should be tied with language usage, hence usage complexity, or
difficulty. In this approach the complexity of different structures, such as the
agreement classes of gender, are based on their on-line difficulty in language
use or possibly on the time it takes to acquire them in first or second language
acquisition (Kusters 2003).
Second, many scholars have argued instead that complexity should be kept
separate from difficulty (Dahl 2004; Miestamo 2008; Sinnemäki 2011). In this ap-
proach, the formulation of complexity is based on the number and variety of the
parts of the grammatical description and the interactions between these parts.
The main reason for this delimitation of complexity from difficulty is that usage
complexity inevitably raises the context-sensitive question “difficult to whom”
and the different user-based criteria do not necessarily lead to the same com-
plexity measurement. The speaker, the hearer, the first language acquirer, and
the second language learner do not all find the same linguistic patterns easy or
difficult (see Miestamo 2008; Sinnemäki 2011 for details). As in my earlier writ-
ings in this area, I maintain that a typological approach to complexity is most
feasibly done from this perspective, which I call description-based complexity
(Sinnemäki 2014b). Description-based complexity should also be applied to local
domains instead of attempting to measure overall complexity of language (Sin-
nemäki 2011).
There are different pros and cons in these two approaches and I refer the reader
to Miestamo (2008), Kusters (2008), and Sinnemäki (2011) for earlier debate. One
1This section is largely based on Sinnemäki (2014b: Section 9.2).
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further issue, however, deserves mention here. It has been pointed out that these
approaches have not been well-connected to complex systems theory and have
rather focused on the enumeration of complexity in terms of constituents or rules
(Andrason 2014). What actually makes a system complex in complex systems
theory is not the number of parts or rules but a number of different aspects of
the system: that it is open, non-linear, emergent and adaptive, to name a few (see
Kretzschmar 2015 for further details). My aim in this paper is not the enumeration
of complexity as such but to use the notion of linguistic complexity to evaluate
what is a central goal in language typology, namely, to find the ways in which
linguistic patterns may interact with each other (Bickel 2007). This interaction
may be seen as an adaptive process of different linguistic patterns (see §5). In
this sense, my approach combines aspects of the complex systems theory with
description-based complexity.
Although my aim here is not the enumeration of complexity, it is necessary
to say a few words about the basis of measuring complexity. I follow here Gell-
Mann and Lloyd’s (2004: 387) proposal that complexity be defined as effective
complexity of an entity, that is, “the length of a highly compressed description
of its regularities” (see also Dahl 2004 for an application of effective complexity
to linguistics). Effective complexity is a way of focusing on the set of regular-
ities of a system, that is, on the minimal description of its structure. In other
words, complexity may be measured as the compressibility of the system’s regu-
larities. When applied to grammatical systems this means that the more patterns
a linguistic entity contains, the longer (or the less compressible) description is
required to capture these regularities, and hence, the greater is the complexity
of that system.
As an example, compare the numeral classifier system in Pnar (Khasian; Aus-
troasiatic) with that of Thai (Kam-Tai; Tai-Kadai). Pnar has three general classi-
fiers used when enumerating count nouns: ŋut for classifying people (2a), tll̩i for
classifying non-humans (2b), and ta for classifying weeks (2c) (Ring 2015: 124–
125, 361–362).2
(2) Pnar (Khasian; Austroasiatic; Ring 2015: 362)
a. ki=ni
pl=prox
tɔʔ
be
ki
3pl
san
five
ŋut
clf.hum
ki=kʰɔn
pl=child
jɔŋ
gen
ka
3sg.f
‘these were her five children’
2Note that Pnar has gender as well, while Thai does not (see Appendix 2).
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b. ɛm
have
nɲ̩iaw
seven
tll̩i
clf.nhum
ki=kʰlo
pl=forest
knt̩aŋ
special/holy
ha
loc
ʤwaj
Jowai
‘there are seven sacred groves here in Jowai’
c. ar
two
ta
clf.wk
jaw
week
ha-den
loc-back
ka
3sg.f
tʰɔʔ
write
ja
ben
tɛ
nvis
ka
3sg.f
‘after two weeks (we) sign it (the agreement)’
A grammatical description of Pnar numeral classifiers and their usage takes
no more than a couple of pages including examples. In Thai, however, there are
about 80–90 numeral classifiers (although some of them are archaic) (Iwasaki
& Ingkaphirom 2005: 74) and much research has been done on their semantics,
structure, and acquisition (e.g., Hundius & Kölver 1983; Gandour et al. 1984; In-
glis 2003). In addition, numeral classifiers in Thai express a range of functions,
namely, individuation, singulative, definiteness, and contrast (Bisang 2009). This
kind of interaction between different linguistic systems certainly increases de-
scription length, and thus also complexity (Sinnemäki 2014b). In Pnar, no evi-
dence has yet been presented of this type of complexity in the system of numeral
classifiers (Ring 2015: 360–368).
From the viewpoint of complexity, it is thus clear that the system of numeral
classifiers requires greater length – and is consequently more complex – in Thai
as compared to Pnar. Effective complexity can thus be applied to estimating gram-
matical complexity yet without using compression algorithms but instead lin-
guists’ descriptive tools, as in the discussion of numeral classifiers in Pnar and
Thai above (see also Miestamo 2008; Sinnemäki 2014b).
In Sinnemäki (2011) I argued that the notion of complexity can be broken down
into various types (see also Good 2012). In Sinnemäki (2014b) I further suggested
that focusing on the number of parts, or even the sheer presence vs. absence of a
linguistic pattern in a language, is a feasible starting point for studying whether
particular typological variables may interact with one another in terms of com-
plexity. In that paper I showed that there is an inverse statistical relationship
between rigid word order and case marking in core argument marking. In this
paper I apply the same approach to the domain of noun classification. My hypoth-
esis is that to determine whether there is a complexity trade-off between gender
and numeral classifiers, the most productive place to start from is to analyze
the presence vs. absence of these variables in a language.3 I call this approach
3Note that when focusing on overt coding the differences between usage complexity and the
description-based complexity practically disappear: compared to the presence of a distinction
the absence of a distinction is both simpler from the perspective of grammar description and
easier from the perspective of the user as well (Sinnemäki 2009: 127–128).
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“complexity as overt coding” (Sinnemäki 2014b). I assume that overt coding is
more complex than its absence, since overt coding requires a longer minimal
description than its absence. To count the number of genders or numeral clas-
sifiers would demand more effort and data, but the result might not add much
new information concerning their interaction compared to binomial coding of
the variables.
3 Method and data
3.1 Definitions
Gender and classifiers are generally considered different types of noun classifica-
tion. A typical way has been to treat them as opposite ideal types on a continuum,
gender being themore grammaticalized, more rule-governed and less semantic in
nature, while classifiers have been considered as less grammaticalized, less gov-
erned by grammatical rules, and more semantic in nature (Dixon 1982; Serzisko
1982; Corbett 1991; Aikhenvald 2000; Passer 2016b). However, intermediate cases
have always existed which are difficult to classify as either classifier or gender
systems. Languages such as Miraña (Boran) are particularly striking examples,
their noun classification system showing properties of both gender and classi-
fier systems (Seifart 2005). For these reasons the dichotomy between gender and
classifiers has been rejected especially in the canonical typology approach (e.g.,
Corbett & Fedden 2016), which rather uses a variety of factors for defining one
canonical type and then determines the ways in which for instance gender and
classifiers may conform to or deviate from this canonical type according to var-
ious factors. However, rejecting the typological distinction between gender and
classifiers may be unnecessary, since intermediate cases can be analyzed as de-
viations from prototypical ideals for gender and classifiers, the prototypes being
different endpoints of the same continuum of grammaticalization (Passer 2016b).
In this view, languages like Miraña can be analyzed as similar to the noun class
systems in Niger-Congo languages albeit at an earlier or intermediate stage of
grammaticalization (Grinevald & Seifart 2004).
For the current purpose I treat gender and numeral classifiers as two separate
linguistic patterns and analyze the borderline instances on a case by case basis.
As for gender I follow the general tendency in the literature to define it as an
agreement class, that is, a language has a gender system only if agreement on
other syntactic constituents reflects nouns of different types (e.g., Corbett 1991:
4–5; Nichols 1992: 124–125). This formulation subsumes under gender two broad
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types of phenomena. First, it includes the Romance-type gender, as in (3), that has
only a handful of distinctions in the gender system, most commonly masculine
(3a) and feminine (3b).
(3) French (Romance; Indo-European; author)
a. un
indf.m
garçon
boy
‘a boy’
b. une
indf.f
fille
girl
‘a girl’
Second, gender here also includes systems of noun classification found inmany
African and some Papuan languages, often called noun classes. Noun class sys-
tems are here defined as a subtype of gender systems that have four or more
agreement classes instead of the common two or three based on sex or and/or
animacy. These systems may have more than a dozen agreement classes, not
always clearly motivated semantically. In Mufian (Torricelli), for instance, differ-
ent suffixes on the noun and adjective as well as prefixes on the verb reflect the
noun class of different types, as in Table 1 (Alungum et al. 1978). Different sets
of affixes exist for singular and plural.
Table 1: A set of noun classes in Mufian (Alungum et al. 1978: 93)
Class Example
(sg)
Gloss noun suffix adjective
suffix
verb prefix
1 bol ‘pig’ -l -si l-
2 éngél ‘name’ -ngél -ngili g-
3 nalof ‘tooth’ -f -fi f-
5 batéwin ‘child’ -n -ni n-
…
17 kos ‘course’ -s -si s-
A language may also express gender-like distinctions on just the noun but not
on any other constituent. For instance, in Petalcingo Tzeltal (Mayan) some nouns
may be marked with different noun prefixes, x- and j- which appear in com-
plementary distribution and if used for person’s names, x- is used for women’s
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names (4a) and j- for men’s names (4b) (Shklovsky 2005: 20).4 Because there is
no agreement marking on syntactic constituents reflecting the different noun
types, this pattern in Petalcingo Tzeltal and similar instances in other languages
(whether themarkers are affixes, clitics, or isolating formatives) were not counted
as examples of grammatical gender and were left outside of this research.
(4) Petalcingo Tzeltal (Mayan; Shklovsky 2005: 20)
a. me
det
x-Martaj-e
x-Marta-clt
ch^a
two
way
sleep
nax
only
x-k^ot
icmp-arrive
‘Marta only stayed two nights.’
b. ta
prep
s-pat
poss:3-back
s-nah
poss:3-house
te
det
j-Laloj-e
j-Lalo-clt
‘At the back of Lalo’s house.’
As for numeral classifiers, I define them following Gil (2013), which is mymain
data source on numeral classifiers. Almost all languages use additional linguistic
items to assist enumerating nouns of low countability, as in English two pints of
beer, three glasses of water, or five pounds of sand. These additional items are of-
ten called mensural classifiers or measure words (e.g., Grinevald 2002: 260–261;
Her 2012). Many languages, however, use such additional linguistic items even
when enumerating nouns of high countability, such as books, fingers, bananas
or the like. Such items are classified as numeral classifiers if they occur with
countable nouns when enumerated using numerals. The function of the classi-
fier is then to “divide the inventory of count nouns into semantic classes, each
of which is associated with a different classifier” (Gil 2013). An example is given
below from Mandarin (Sinitic; Sino-Tibetan). The enumeration of the noun rén
‘person’ in (5a) is obligatorily accompanied by an additional item ge, while the
enumeration of the noun fēijī ‘airplane’ is accompanied by another additional
item, namely jià (5b) (Li & Thompson 1981: 104). These items are here called nu-
meral classifiers.5 Quite typically these items can also occur in constructions
with demonstratives, as in (5c), but it seems to be somewhat rarer for them to
occur with other constituents (see Aikhenvald 2000: 206–220).
4The marker -e at the end of many noun phrases in Petalcingo Tzeltal is a determiner enclitic
(Shklovsky 2012: 127) that apparently participates in marking the definiteness of the noun
phrase. Glossing (e.g., of the x- and j- prefixes) follows the sources. Note that in the source the
hat symbol (^) marks the preceding consonant as an ejective.
5Her (2012) proposes a mathematical criterion to distinguish numeral classifiers from measure
words. A numeral classifier necessarily has value 1, while a measure word does not.
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(5) Mandarin (Sinitic; Sino-Tibetan; Li & Thompson 1981: 104–105)
a. sān
three
ge
clf
rén
person
‘three people’
b. wǔ
five
jià
clf
fēijī
airplane
‘five airplanes’
c. nèi
that
tiáo
clf
niú
cow
‘that cow’
Two further issues need to be mentioned in analyzing numeral classifier lan-
guages (see Gil 2013). First, not all languages with numeral classifiers use them
with all numerals. For instance, the numeral classifiers in Pnar are used only for
numerals above one, as can be seen by comparing the examples in (2) above and
(6) below (Ring 2015: 108).
(6) Pnar (Khasian; Austroasiatic; Ring 2015: 108)
ɛm
have
jap
die
ka=wi
f=one
ka=knt̩ʰaj
f=female
tm̩mɛn
old
‘there is one old woman (who) died’
In Abau (Upper Sepik; Sepik) numeral classifiers are used only for a small set of
lower numerals from one to three (Lock 2011: 56–57).6 These kinds of limitations
do not make a difference to the analysis here: all languages in which numeral
classifiers are limited to low numerals or do not occur with low numerals are
analyzed as having a numeral classifier system.
Second, in some languages the set of classifiers is very limited. Marathi (Indo-
European), for instance, has one numeral classifier jaṇ, which is used with nouns
denoting persons. A similar system occurs in some Hindi dialects and in Nepali
(Indic; Indo-European; Emeneau 1956: 11–12). Since these languages have only
one numeral classifier, they were not analyzed as having a numeral classifier
system. In this I follow, for instance, Nichols (1992) and the Autotyp database
(Bickel et al. 2017).
Following Nichols (1992: 129, 132) and Corbett (1991: 4–5) mymain criterion for
distinguishing numeral classifiers and gender from one another was agreement.
The defining criterion for gender is that gender classes are marked by agreement
6Note that higher numerals do not exist in Abau at all.
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on other syntactic constituents – and importantly that gender marking is not lim-
ited to numeral constructions, whereas classifiers are not marked by agreement
and numeral classifiers in particular may exist only in conjunction with numer-
als. However, there are some borderline instances that may be in transition or
there may be multiple systems of noun classification in a language. Three such
borderline examples are discussed briefly.
The noun classification system in Luganda (Bantoid; Niger-Congo) has more
than 12 classes and some are based on shape, much like in typical numeral classi-
fier systems.The classes are further marked on numerals, as in numeral classifier
systems. However, “there is agreement, multiple marking in the sentence, mark-
ing elsewhere than on or with numerals, and sufficient lexical fixation to justify
regarding these systems as noun classes” (Nichols 1992: 136). This system there-
fore has many properties of gender but also some properties of typical numeral
classifier systems. Following Nichols (1992) and Corbett (2013), I analyze such
systems as gender.
Some languages use a single set of class markers for multiple purposes. These
systems have been accordingly analyzed in different ways. For instance, accord-
ing to Derbyshire & Payne (1990: 261) Mundurukú (Tupian) has verb-incorpo-
rated classifiers, as in (7a). However, in their definition of verb-incorporated clas-
sifiers they specifically state that such classifiers “do not occur in noun phrases
and do not express concord in the generally accepted sense” (Derbyshire & Payne
1990: 245). These classifiers in Mundurukú occur, nevertheless, also on numer-
als (7b) and demonstratives (7c), wherefore Mundurukú has been classified as a
multiple classifier system (Aikhenvald 2000; Passer 2016a). Derbyshire & Payne
(1990) consider this system as verb-incorporated because of its historical origins,
but because these classifiers in Mundurukú are used in environments outside the
predicate as well, it is less desirable to analyze this system primarily as a verb-
incorporated classifier system. Passer (2016a) analyzes these classifiers originally
as nominal classifiers that have spread to an additional host, namely to predicates.
Since it is not uncommon for numeral classifiers to attach to demonstratives as
well, as in Mandarin (see example 5c), it seems justified to analyze Mundurukú
as a numeral classifier language.7
(7) Mundurukú (Tupian; Derbyshire & Payne 1990: 261)
a. bekitkit
child
ako-ba
banana-clf
o’-su-ba-dobuxik
3-ref-clf-find
‘The child found the banana.’
7Gil (2013) analyzes Mundurukú as not having numeral classifiers based on data from Der-
byshire & Payne (1990). Here I follow the more recent data and analyses of Passer (2016a).
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b. xepxep-‘a
two-clf
wexik-‘a
potato-clf
‘two potatoes’
c. ija-ba
this-clf
ako-ba
banana-clf
‘this banana’
Yagua (Pega-Yaguan) is similar to Mundurukú in that it has a single set of
classifiers that can be used in multiple environments, namely, with predicates,
demonstratives and numerals (Payne 2007). However, these classifiers also at-
tach to nominal modifiers, such as adjectives and have sometimes been thought
of as marking agreement (Aikhenvald 2000: 217). In line with these analyses,
Yagua has sometimes been analyzed as having both numeral classifiers and gen-
der (Nichols 1992: 136–137). However, according to Payne (2007) these construc-
tions do not exhibit syntactic agreement, at best semantic agreement “between
nouns that are in apposition” as in example (8a). Example (8b) illustrates a con-
struction with a numeral and the same classifier -nu̢ as in (8a). For this reason, I
analyze Yagua as having numeral classifiers (following Gil 2013) but no gender
(following Payne 2007).
(8) Yagua (Peba-Yaguan; Payne 2007: 461)
a. wánu̢
man
wásíya̢̢a-nu̢
fat-clf.anim.sg
há̢ámu-kii-nu̢
big-long-clf.anim.sg
‘big fat man’ (or ‘man, a fat animate one, a big long animate one’)
b. Hásiy
there
sa=wichá̢-á̢siy
3sg.anim=be-prox1
ádna̢̢-nu̢-hu̢y
two-clf.anim.sg-two
kiiwá̢.
fish
‘There were two fish.’
The noun classification systems in the sample languages were analyzed follow-
ing the above criteria. My main hypothesis, based on earlier literature, is that
there is an inverse relationship between gender and numeral classifiers. Some
preliminary indication for this relationship was provided by Sinnemäki (2014c:
188–189) on the basis of the data in the World atlas of language structures (hence-
forth, WALS, Dryer & Haspelmath 2013), but here this hypothesis is approached
with a much larger sample and with more rigorous methods (using generalized
mixed effects modeling instead of ordinal correlation). The null hypothesis is
that there is no relationship between gender and numeral classifiers. In the next
section I describe the statistical methods used in this research.
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3.2 On statistical methods
One of the central interests in language typology is the interactions among lin-
guistic patterns across languages (Bickel 2007). However, the distribution of lin-
guistic patterns, such as gender or numeral classifiers, can be affected by a num-
ber of factors that may be difficult to delineate from one another. It has been
customary in language typology to treat such factors, especially inheritance and
borrowing, as nuisance factors. Their confounding effects on the typological dis-
tributions have been tried to eliminate primarily through (stratified) sampling
to draw conclusions on the actual relationship between the structural factors,
usually with association or correlation tests. In recent years more advanced mul-
tifactorial methods have been applied to typological data as well which allow
genealogical and areal factors to be built as factors into the models themselves
so that their effects can be tested rather than simply controlled away. Genealog-
ical and areal factors have been modeled as fixed effects using generalized linear
modeling (e.g., Cysouw 2010; Sinnemäki 2010) or as random factors using mixed
effects modeling (e.g., Bentz & Winter 2013).
Yet it has proven difficult to model particularly the effect of genealogical inher-
itance on typological distributions because of the large number of small families
and language isolates. Isolates are not genealogically related to any known lan-
guages. In effect they are language families with just one member; yet such fami-
lies may constitute roughly one third of the world’s language families (Campbell
2016). This high proportion of isolates means that if language family is built into
the research design, the number of parameters in the model increases so much
that reliable estimates are no longer possible (cf. Sinnemäki 2010: 877–880). Four
approaches have been used in recent research to address this issue.
In one of the earlier approaches genealogical inheritance is controlled by re-
stricting the way datapoints are counted. One such way is to group languages
into genera – genealogical groups of languages that have approximately the same
time-depth to the branches of Indo-European – and then count as datapoints not
languages but different values in genera (Dryer 1992; 2000). If three languages are
sampled from the same genus, all without gender, then this genus contributes one
datapoint to the calculations. If four languages are sampled from another genus
in which all but one have gender, then this genus contributes two datapoints (=
one with gender and one without gender). While this method is rather crude,
it enables the controlling of genealogical inheritance to some degree but it may
also leave out important variation at some other level of taxonomic classification
than the one chosen (see Bickel 2008).
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Another, more recent approach evaluates whether a particular linguistic pat-
tern is statistically preferred in languages within families (Bickel 2013). In case of
a binomial variable (e.g., presence vs. absence of gender) a family is either biased
towards presence of gender, towards absence of gender, or they are indifferent:
in any event a family always contributes just one datapoint to the calculations.
This method is related to the controlled genealogical sampling of Dryer (1992;
2000) but it tests biases within families statistically. However, biases can only
be estimated when the families are large enough, usually requiring at least five
sampled languages from a family. The preferences in large families can then be
extrapolated to smaller families and isolates (see Bickel 2013 for details). While
this method enables a dynamic approach to language universals, it requires very
large samples – the typical samples have contained roughly 400 languages (e.g.,
Bickel 2013; Bickel et al. 2014).
Linguists have also adaptedmethods from biology tomodel correlated changes
in genealogical lineages. In this approach lexical data is first used to build a fam-
ily tree and to estimate branch lengths within the tree. Then typological feature-
values aremapped on the trees and finally it is estimatedwhether a change in one
typological feature is correlated with a change in another feature in a particular
lineage (e.g., Dunn et al. 2011; Levinson et al. 2011). While this phylogenetic ap-
proach is promising, it has been criticized especially for lack of statistical power
(e.g., Cysouw 2011).
Researchers have also applied (Generalized) Linear Mixed Models (or GLMM)
to typological data (e.g., Cysouw 2010; Jaeger et al. 2011; Bentz & Winter 2013).8
The idea in mixed effects modeling is that the value of the dependent variable
is predicted based on the independent variables and using a particular grouping
structure (that is, random structure) in the modeling to adjust the variables of in-
terest. The distributions are therefore affected by both the independent variables
(the fixed factors) and random factors. In typological research fixed effects are
typically the structural factors, such as numeral classifiers, while language fam-
ilies and geographical areas can be modeled as random factors. Once the effect
of the random factors is accounted for, the impact of the fixed factors can be es-
tablished. Mixed models offer efficient and flexible ways of modeling group level
structure both within groups and across groups and they are also suitable for
small samples which are typical in typological data (Jaeger et al. 2011: 289–290).
For these reasons I use here Generalized Mixed Effects Modeling to construct a
8Winter (2013) provides a tutorial on mixed effects modeling that was helpful in learning more
about mixed effects modeling also in typology. See Breslow & Clayton (1993) and Gelman &
Hill (2007) for general introductions to GLMM.
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model that statistically evaluates the relationship between gender and numeral
classifiers across the languages of the world.9
The first step in using GLMMs is to plan the model design and to decide which
variable is the response or the dependent variable and which variable is the pre-
dictor. The dependent is the variable whose distributions are modeled with the
predictor variable(s) and the random structure. When choosing the dependent
variable it is not theoretically completely clear whether gender or numeral clas-
sifiers should be chosen as the dependent. One argument for choosing gender
as the dependent is the fact that classifiers are often thought as the most com-
mon source of gender in languages (see Corbett 1991: 136; Seifart 2010: 727–728;
Luraghi 2011: 450–452 and references). Greenberg (1978: 78–79) suggests that gen-
der develops from classifying demonstratives which in turn often develop from
numeral classifiers (see Harris & Campbell 1995: 341–342 for further evidence for
the development of gender from demonstratives). Although he does not present
any actual reconstructions, Greenberg (1972: 35–36) suggests that there seems
to be a synchronic universal that if a numeral classifier system spreads within a
language, it will spread to demonstratives (and often only to them), as seems to
have happened in Mandarin (see example 5).
Luraghi (2011: 451) presents the general stages in the development of gender as
in (9). While some gender systems develop from classifiers others may develop
from case and number agreement (Luraghi 2011: 452). In addition, it may be more
likely that gender develops not from numeral classifiers but from an earlier noun
classifier system, as has happened in some Australian languages (Plaster & Polin-
sky 2007).
(9) Generic nouns > classifiers > pronominal demonstratives > attributive
demonstratives > determiners > agreement markers
There is thus clear theoretical reason to choose gender as the dependent vari-
able. Diachronically the opposite grammaticalization path, that is, numeral clas-
sifiers developing directly from gender has not been attested. However, there
are examples such as Bengali which lost its gender and number marking but
developed numeral classifiers partly recycling the same morphological material
that was used for gender and number earlier (see Aikhenvald 2000: 379 and ref-
erences). This data suggests that it is possible but rare for a numeral classifier
9All statistical computing and graphs were done in the R programming environment (R Core
Team 2017) using the packages lme4 (Bates, Maechler, et al. 2015), ggplot2 (Wickham 2009),
vcd (Meyer et al. 2006; 2015; Zeileis et al. 2007), and pbkrtest (Halekoh & Højsgaard 2014). The
maps were generated with a mapping tool developed by Hans-Jörg Bibiko for the WALS.
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system to arise from an earlier gender system. For these reasons, I model gender
as the dependent and numeral classifiers as the independent factor in my main
model, but I also used a competing model in which I modeled numeral classifiers
as the dependent and gender as the independent variable.
The equation showing the structure of mixed logistic regression is presented
in (10) (cf. Gelman & Hill 2007: 279; Bentz & Winter 2013: 8).
(10) 𝑃(𝑦𝑖 = 1) = logit−1(𝛼𝑗,𝑘[𝑖] + 𝛽𝑗,𝑘[𝑖]𝑥𝑖)
The term 𝛼 is the intercept for each 𝑖th datapoint (= language) and the 𝛽 is
the regression coefficient (the slope) for the predictor (𝑥). In (mixed) logistic re-
gression the intercept is the logarithm of the odds for the dependent variable
given the default level of the predictor(s), which in R are chosen alphabetically
(Arppe 2008: 128). In my models gender is the dependent variable with two val-
ues “absence” and “presence” and its default level is “absence”. The predictor in
my model is numeral classifiers which has two values “absence” and “presence”
and with a default value “absence”. The intercept in my model, therefore, is the
log odds of gender for languages that have no numeral classifiers. In (mixed) lo-
gistic regression the slope for a binary variable is the difference in the log odds
of the dependent variable between the different levels of the predictor variable.
Here this means that the slope is the difference in log odds for having gender
in a language that has numeral classifiers compared to a language that has no
numeral classifiers.
In (mixed) logistic regression the dependent variable is categorical and its ex-
pected response, the odds 1/(1 − 𝑝), is transformed via natural logarithm to yield
logarithm of the odds. In my model design this means log(1/(1 − 𝑝)) for observ-
ing gender vs. not observing gender. Alternatively, to obtain predicted probabil-
ities for observing gender vs. observing no gender in a language the predictor is
transformed via inverse logit function, as in (10). In this equation, 𝑃(𝑦 i = 1) is the
predicted probability that we observe gender (presence of gender = 1) for each
item 𝑖 and the subindices 𝑗 and 𝑘 represent the adjustments of the intercept and
slope for each grouping factor (here area and family, see below).
This possibility to adjust the intercept and the slope through each grouping
factor is probably the most powerful property of mixed effects modeling. I use
geographical area and language family as grouping factors and I let both the inter-
cept and the slope vary between the levels of these grouping factors. A random
intercept for family means that each family is allowed to have different inter-
cepts to account for the family-related variability in the distribution of gender. A
random slope for the family, on the other hand, means that numeral classifiers
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are allowed to have a different effect on gender in each family to account for the
family-related variability in how numeral classifiers affect gender. The random
effects for area work analogously. In addition, the models include a correlation
term between the intercepts and slopes of a particular random effect. This cor-
relation term accounts for the variation that may arise from families (or areas)
with large adjustment for the intercept (= gender) having also a large coefficient
for the slope (= numeral classifiers).
The grouping factors language family and area were coded as follows. For lan-
guage families I used the highest level of classification in the genealogical taxon-
omy of theWALS. For geographical area I used the ten continents of the Autotyp
(Bickel et al. 2017), illustrated in Figure 1 with the 2949 languages of the Autotyp
database.10
Figure 1:The ten continents of the Autotyp on a world map (Bickel et al.
2017)
For mixed models p-values can be derived by using maximum likelihood ratio
tests. This was done by comparing the likelihood ratio of a model with the vari-
able of interest to that of a simpler model without the variable of interest (e.g.,
Baayen et al. 2008; Barr et al. 2013).
10The ten continents are: Africa, West and Southwest Eurasia, North-Central Asia,
South/Southeast Asia, New Guinea and Oceania, Australia, West North America, East North
America, Central America, and South America. The database has information on 2950 lan-
guages, but there are no latitudes or longitudes provided for International Sign Language.
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3.3 Sampling and data
The main data sources were two chapters in the WALS, Corbett (2013) on “Num-
ber of genders” and Gil (2013) on “Numeral classifiers”. Corbett (2013) has data
on 257 languages and Gil (2013) on 400 languages.The cross-section of their data,
however, is “only” 133 languages (from 106 genera), which is a relatively small
proportion of the two samples and not really adequate for modeling the effect
of areal and genealogical factors statistically. Moreover, the languages of Eurasia
are overrepresented in the cross-section of the samples: the coverage of genealog-
ical diversity (the share of sampled genera from all genera in a macroarea) is 2–3
times greater in Eurasia than in the other five macroareas.
For these reasons, I analyzed more data based on the same principles as in the
two main sources in an attempt to increase the sample sizes especially outside
Eurasia. I also reanalyzed Corbett’s (2013) data, since he included pronominal
gender in his data, whereas I focus solely on noun gender. By pronominal gen-
der I mean pronouns that reflect gender, such as the English third person pro-
nouns he and she, which as anaphoric pronouns are often analyzed as part of
agreement (Corbett 2013). In the minimal case, pronominal gender can provide
the only evidence for a gender system in a language, as was done by Corbett
(2013). In this paper pronominal gender is excluded in order to make gender and
numeral classifiers more comparable to one another, because numeral classifiers
co-occur with nouns but not usually (or possibly at all) with pronouns. The main
data sources for my own data collection were grammar descriptions, scholarly
articles (e.g., Derbyshire & Payne 1990), Nichols’ (1992) database on gender and
numeral classifiers, and general works on linguistic areas and language families
(e.g., Mithun 2001; Janhunen 2003).
The sample contains 360 languages from 252 genera (see Appendix for more
information), which is significantly larger compared to what theWALS can offer
with regard to these variables. I have also attempted to ensure that especially
areas that are often less well sampled, such as South America and New Guinea
would be sampled to a reasonable degree; in the current paper languages are
sampled from roughly 40% of all the genera in those areas. Table 2 provides more
detailed information about the sample composition by macroarea. Note that the
coverage of genealogical diversity of macroareas outside Eurasia is now much
better than in the cross-section of the WALS chapters: genealogical coverage of
Eurasia is not more than 1.2–1.4 times greater than in the other areas.
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Table 2: Number of sampled languages, number of genera, and the ge-
nealogical coverage (share of genera sampled) in each macroarea
Afr. Eur. Papunes. Austr. N. Am. S. Am. Totala
Languages 52 69 99 23 58 59 360
Genera (sample/total) 34/81 49/87 61/139 18/44 49/102 43/108 252/544
Genealogical coverage 42% 56% 44% 41% 48% 40% 46%
aIn Table 2 the total number of genera in theWALS are not sums of the macroarea-wise counts,
because languages from one genus can be spoken in multiple macroareas and thus be counted
multiple times. The total is the total of all genera without macroareal partition.
4 Results
4.1 Preliminary results
The data come from 360 languages (see Appendix 2). Based on the raw numbers
there were 122 languages (34%) that had only gender, 81 languages (23%) that
had only numeral classifiers, 22 languages (6%) with both gender and numeral
classifiers and 135 languages (38%) with neither.11 All in all, 144 languages had
gender (40%) and 103 languages (29%) had numeral classifiers. The geographical
distribution of the sample languages on the world map is shown in Figure 2. The
three smaller maps in Figure 2 zoom into three areas where gender and/or nu-
meral classifiers are particularly frequent: 1. Central Africa, 2. Southeast Asia,
New Guinea, and North Australia, and 3. South America (see also the discus-
sion below on the areal distribution of gender and numeral classifiers). When
counting distinct values in genera, gender occurred in 38% of genera and nu-
meral classifiers in 28% of genera. These shares suggest that gender is globally
more common than numeral classifiers. In the WALS-data, the shares for genera
that had gender or numeral classifiers were 40% and 29%, respectively (Corbett
2013; Gil 2013). The differences to my data (38% and 28%, respectively) are very
small, and the 2% difference in terms of gender can be explained to some extent
by the fact that I sampled only noun gender, whereas Corbett (2013) included
pronominal gender in his research.
Aikhenvald (2000: 1) estimates that “[a]lmost all languages have some gram-
matical means for the linguistic categorization of nouns and nominals”. While
11Note that the frequency of languages that had both gender and numeral classifiers (6%; count-
ing genera) is similar to the frequency of languages with dominant object-subject word order
(6%; counting genera; Dryer 2013) which is usually considered to be typologically very rare.
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Figure 2: Sample languages on a world map. The three smaller maps
at the bottom zoom into central Africa on the left, Southeast Asia and
New Guinea in the middle, and the Northern half of South America on
the right.
here my focus is not on all types of noun classification, it is worth noting that
63% of the sample languages (n = 225) had either gender or numeral classifiers or
both and this may suggest an overall preference for languages to develop some
type of noun classification (but since 38% of my sample languages had neither
gender nor numeral classifiers, the estimation that almost all languages have
some type of noun classification is too strong). If we count how many genera
had languages with either type of noun classification, roughly 58% of genera (n
= 152) had either gender or numeral classifiers or both, while 42% of genera (n
= 111) had neither gender nor numeral classifiers. According to exact binomial
test, this distribution is statistically significant (one-tailed p = 0.0067). This result
provides evidence that languages prefer to develop either gender or numeral clas-
sifiers or both rather than not to develop any type of noun classification. Since
my counts do not include possessive classifiers and noun classifiers, it is plausible
that if those other types of classifiers had been included, the preference would
have been even stronger.
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A heatmap of the distribution of gender and numeral classifiers is shown in
Figure 3 (counts in genera). If we count distinct values in genera, and perform
Fisher’s Exact test to the data, then there is a statistically significant inverse de-
pendence between gender and numeral classifiers (p = 0.005). According to this
distribution, gender is 2.3 times less likely in genera that have languages with nu-
meral classifiers than in those that lack numeral classifiers. However, counting
genera is a crude way of controlling for genealogical inheritance (cf. §3.2) and
this test also does not take into account possible areal diffusion.Those issues will
be more properly dealt with in the next section using generalized mixed logistic
regression.
Figure 3: Heatmap of the distribution of gender and numeral classifiers
(counts in genera).
Thedata also allows to estimate genus-internal diversity and stability of gender
and numeral classifiers. There were altogether 56 genera with more than one
sampled language and in 12 of these (21%) there was diversity in terms of gender
(that is, some languages with gender and some without gender). This means that
79% of generawere uniform in either having gender or not having gender and this
distribution is statistically significant (exact binomial test; two-tailed p = 0.00002).
As for numeral classifiers, there was diversity in 11 genera (20%). This means that
80% of genera were uniform in either having numeral classifiers or not having
them and this distribution is statistically significant (exact binomial test; two-
tailed; p = 0.000005). If we take these figures as a proxy for the stability of gender
and numeral classifiers within genera, both features seem to be relatively stable
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(see Bickel 2013: 433–434 for similar conclusions for pronominal gender; also
Dahl 2004: 196–202).
A few words can also be said concerning the areal distributions of gender
and numeral classifiers. As for numeral classifiers, it has been noted by Johanna
Nichols and colleagues that they cluster in languages spoken around the Pacific
Ocean (e.g., Nichols 1992: 132–133; Nichols & Peterson 1996: 366–367; Nichols
2003: 299). On the basis of the distributions in Figure 2, this claim seems largely
true, although some languages in Africa, Europe and Central Asia also have nu-
meral classifiers, while no language in Australia has them (Aikhenvald 2000: 121–
124).12 Here I use GLMM to evaluate Nichols’ claim whereby numeral classifiers
are more likely to occur in languages spoken in the Circum-Pacific. Following
Bickel & Nichols (2006) I define Circum-Pacific as encompassing the Americas,
Oceania (including New Guinea and Australia), Southeast Asia, and the North-
eastern Coast of Asia. Following Nichols (2003), I include mainland and island
Southeast Asia in this area. I then compare the distribution of numeral classifiers
in this large area against the rest of the world (that is, Africa and Eurasia except
for Southeast Asia and Northeastern Coast of Asia). Figure 4 presents the sam-
ple languages inside and outside the Circum-Pacific area on a world map. An
association plot of the distribution of numeral classifiers inside and outside the
Circum-Pacific area is shown in the left panel of Figure 5.
I modeled numeral classifiers as the dependent, area as a binomial predictor
(whether a language is spoken inside or outside the Circum-Pacific area), and
theWALS families as a random intercept. According to the mixed logistic regres-
sion, languages spoken in the Circum-Pacific area were significantly more likely
to have numeral classifiers than languages spoken outside this area (logit esti-
mates: 2.2 ± 1.0 (standard errors); 𝜒2 (1) = 5.7; p = 0.02). As an alternative approach
I used stocks (the highest level of genealogical classification in the Autotyp) as
a random intercept. According to this model design, languages spoken in the
Circum-Pacific area were again significantly more likely to have numeral classi-
12The observation that there are no numeral classifiers in Australian languages may be related
to their numeral systems in general. The existence of numeral classifiers presupposes that a
language has a numeral system (Aikhenvald 2000: 99). However, many Australian languages
have numbers only for the low numerals (e.g., from one to three), but these do not necessarily
form a separate part of speech (see Aikhenvald 2000: 100 and references there). The reason
why there are no numeral classifiers in Australia may thus be related to the fact that in many
languages in this area numerals either do not exist at all as a separate part of speech or numbers
are expressed through other larger parts of speech. However, other types of classifiers, such as
noun classifiers, are common in Australian languages (Aikhenvald 2000: 82; see also Plaster &
Polinsky 2007).
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fiers than languages spoken outside this area (logit estimates: 3.3 ± 1.5 (standard
errors); 𝜒2 (1) = 8.3; p = 0.004). When interpreting the coefficients as odds ratios
in this model, languages spoken in the Circum-Pacific region were 27 times more
likely to have numeral classifiers than languages spoken outside this region.
Figure 4: Sample languages on a world map according to area (white =
Circum-Pacific area, black = the rest)
The areal distribution of gender has not been in focus very often, but what has
been said about it in the literature (simplifying a little) is that gender is not too
frequent in the Americas and in the Austronesian languages, whereas it tends to
cluster especially in Africa, Europe, Caucasus and the Indian Peninsula as well
as in Australia (Corbett 1991: 1–2; Nichols 1992: 130–132; Corbett 2013).13 This
distribution sounds like the opposite to that of numeral classifiers. I therefore
compared the distribution of gender in the Circum-Pacific area against the rest
of the world as above in the case of numeral classifiers, first modeling WALS-
family as random intercept. An association plot of this distribution is shown in
the right panel of Figure 5.
According to the mixed logistic regression, languages spoken in the Circum-
Pacific area were less likely to have gender than languages spoken outside this
area (logit estimates: −1.2 ± 0.6 (standard errors); 𝜒2 (1) = 5.3; p = 0.02). As an
13Nichols (1992: 130–132) proposes that most gender-languages occur in hotbeds, that is, areas in
which gender occurs in most languages of the area, but they come from diverse families and
occur in diverse forms. Because my focus is not on the formal aspects of gender marking, her
proposal cannot be statistically tested in this paper.
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Figure 5: Association plots of the distribution of numeral classifiers (left
panel) and gender (right panel) inside and outside the Circum-Pacific.
Positive Pearson residuals (blue color) indicate that the cell values were
greater than expected and negative Pearson residuals (red) indicate
that the cell values were smaller than expected.
alternative approach I used stocks (the highest level of genealogical classification
in the Autotyp) as a random intercept. According to this model design, languages
spoken in the Circum-Pacific area were significantly more likely to have numeral
classifiers than languages spoken outside this area (logit estimates: −1.6 ± 0.6
(standard errors); 𝜒2 (1) = 8.8; p = 0.003). When interpreting the coefficients as
odds ratios in this model, languages spoken in the Circum-Pacific were about
five times less likely to have gender than languages spoken outside this region.
The conclusion from these distributions is that there is an inverse relationship
between gender and numeral classifiers in the languages of the world. On the
other hand, there is a roughly complementary areal distribution of gender and
numeral classifiers so that numeral classifiers are more likely to occur in the
Circum-Pacific region than outside it, whereas gender has the opposite distri-
bution. One consequence of these results could be that the inverse relationship
between gender and numeral classifiers is simply an outcome of their biased areal
distributions. However, as will be shown in the following section, gender has this
inverse relationship to numeral classifiers independently of geographical areas.
4.2 Testing the main hypothesis
The hypothesis that an inverse relationship exists between gender and numeral
classifierswas testedwith generalizedmixed effectsmodels. I constructed amodel
using the WALS families as a grouping factor for genealogical affiliation and the
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ten continents from the Autotyp as the grouping factor for areas.This is my main
model and it is also a maximal model that has all the theoretically motivated ran-
dom intercepts and slopes included. In recent research, it has been suggested that
maximal models are preferred in mixed models and especially that models with-
out random slopes may produce spurious results (Schielzeth & Forstmeier 2009;
Barr et al. 2013).
According to the mixed logistic regression, languages with numeral classifiers
were significantly less likely to have gender than those with no numeral classi-
fiers (logit estimates: −2.1 ± 1.1 (standard errors); 𝜒2 (1) = 7.7; p = 0.0056). The
negative coefficient and the highly significant p-value suggest that the hypoth-
esis is confirmed. A closer inspection of the random effects in Table 3 confirms
that the random structure is feasible: the correlation terms between the random
intercept and the random slopes for both family and continent are not too large
(0.41 and −0.09, respectively).
Table 3: Random effects for the maximal model
Groups Name Variance Std. Dev. Corr
family (Intercept) 2.35 1.53
classifiers=present 1.48 1.22 0.41
continent (Intercept) 0.63 0.80
classifiers=present 0.53 0.73 −0.09
I further tested the validity of the result with a parametric bootstrap method
(Halekoh & Højsgaard 2014). This method returns the fraction of those simulated
likelihood ratio test values that are larger or equal to the observed likelihood ra-
tio test value. Using 2 000 simulations the parametric bootstrap derived p-value
was 0.0398. Although this p-value is larger than the one derived from the 𝜒2-
distribution (p = 0.0056), it still confirms that the inverse relationship between
gender and numeral classifiers is significant and holds independent of geograph-
ical area and language families. When interpreting the coefficients as odds ra-
tios, we can conclude that gender is about eight times less likely to occur in a
language when that language already has a numeral classifier compared to lan-
guages without numeral classifiers. To put it in another way, there is a statistical
implicational universal in languages that if a language has numeral classifiers,
then it is likely not to have gender but if a language does not have numeral clas-
sifiers then it is likely to have gender. The results were then tested by using an
alternative genealogical classification and three alternative areal configurations.
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These tests and their results are presented in Appendix 1. In all these additional
models the result was the same as here: an inverse and significant relationship
occurred between gender and numeral classifiers.
I then fitted a competing model choosing numeral classifiers as the dependent
and gender as the predictor. I modeled the random structure as in the model
above.WALS-families were used to model genealogical affiliation and the ten Au-
totyp continents were used to model geographical areas. According to the mixed
logistic regression, languages with gender weremore likely to have numeral clas-
sifiers than languages with no gender (logit estimates: 1.0 ± 2.2 (standard errors),
but this relationship was not statistically significant (𝜒2 (1) = 0.21; p = 0.64). But
the random structure of this competing model suggests that the model may be
too complex to fit to the data. The correlation between the random intercepts
and slopes for both family and continent are −1.0 and the variances for family
are extremely large (93 for the random intercept and 21 for the random slope).
These problems with the random structure may explain why the relationship be-
tween numeral classifiers and gender was positive and not negative as expected
(cf. Appendix 1). To further double-check this I refitted the competing model but
using the six macroareas of the WALS as the geographical area-factor (see Ap-
pendix 1 for the distribution of these macroareas on a map). According to this
model, languages with gender were less likely to have numeral classifiers than
languages with no gender (logit estimates: −1.8 ± 2.5 (standard errors), but this
inverse relationship was not statistically significant (𝜒2 (1) = 0.0; p = 1.0). I then
refitted the competing model using the 24 areas of the Autotyp as the geograph-
ical area-factor (see Appendix 1 for the distribution of the 24 areas on a map).
According to this model, languages with gender were again less likely to have
numeral classifiers than languages with no gender (logit estimates: −4.0 ± 3.4
(standard errors) and this inverse relationship was statistically significant (𝜒2 (1)
= 4.8; p = 0.028).
All in all the results of the competing models were very variable and depended
on the areal configuration used, whereas the results of the main model (and the
additional models in Appendix 1) were consistent regardless of how genealogical
affiliation and geographical areas were coded. I interpret these results to mean
that numeral classifiers are more likely to have an effect on gender rather than
the other way round, which is exactly what has been suggested in the literature
(§3.2).
The results of the mixed effects logistic models suggest that there is a statis-
tically significant complexity trade-off between gender and numeral classifiers.
This result was also independent of how geographical area and language family
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were coded. However, because the data containedmany counterexamples against
the trade-off the generalization is not an absolute universal. Many languages, for
instance, had neither gender nor numeral classifiers, and therefore the general-
ization must be understood as a probabilistic universal.14
5 Discussion
The distribution of gender and numeral classifiers and the complexity trade-off
between them raise questions that require explanations. Three issues in partic-
ular require attention. Why is there a trade-off between gender and numeral
classifiers? Why are their areal distributions so biased? Why are languages more
likely to have some noun classification system rather than no noun classifica-
tion at all? Within the limits of this paper I confine myself to providing some
preliminary thoughts on possible explanations.
The central question here is why there is a complexity trade-off between gen-
der and numeral classifiers. Two relevant issues are discussed here. First, from
a functional point of view gender and numeral classifiers tread the same func-
tional domain, that is, they encode semantically-pragmatically closely related
functions across languages (Miestamo 2007: 293). These functions have to do pri-
marily with individuation and reference-identification (or “reference-tracking”),
although other functions are also shared across gender and numeral classifier sys-
tems (Contini-Morava & Kilarski 2013: 293–294). Because gender and numeral
classifier systems share these similar functions, the inverse correlation between
these variables can be explained functionally by economy and distinctness. The
rationale for this explanation is the following. Economy and distinctness are
functional motivations that relate to the amount of linguistic structure, economy
for keeping it minimal, and distinctness for preserving distinctions in linguistic
structure. Now, if a language has already developed a system of noun classifi-
cation (e.g., gender), it is inefficient and redundant for that language to develop
another type of nominal classification (e.g., numeral classifiers) to serve a similar
set of functions (e.g., Hawkins 2004; Sinnemäki 2014b). The small likelihood of
developing multiple systems of noun classification is, therefore, a matter of the
Zipfian principle of least effort or economy and its interaction with distinctness:
linguistic structures are kept minimal without losing distinctness.
14For instance, all or almost all languages inQuechuan, Otomanguean, Uto-Aztecan, and Trans-
New Guinea language families had neither gender nor numeral classifiers, whereas some lan-
guages in the Arawakan, Tucanoan, and West Papuan families had both gender and numeral
classifiers (e.g., Palikur in (1)).
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The second issue is diachronic in nature. If a language loses its noun classifica-
tion system, it may redevelop another type via reanalysis. For instance, gender
markers have been lost in many Iranian and Indic languages, but many of these
languages have developed numeral classifiers. In Bengali this resulted in reinter-
preting the old feminine forms in terms of numeral classifiers. In Africa, Ogonoid
(also called Kegboid) languages, such as Kana (Ogonoid; Niger-Congo), lost their
noun class system and instead developed numeral classifiers, which are very rare
in Africa. Overall, noun classification may thus be a rather stable feature in lan-
guage although the particular classification system may be lost. (See Aikhenvald
2000: 379–381 and references.)
While multiple systems of noun classification are possible, they are rare (see
§4.1). One reason for languages to develop more than one system of noun clas-
sification is language contact. For instance, Santali (Munda; Austroasiatic) has
two gender systems as well as numeral classifiers. One gender system is native
to Santali and it distinguishes animate from inanimate, while the other system
is borrowed from Indo-Aryan and it distinguishes male from non-male (Ghosh
2008: 39). In (11), the noun Kali-idol triggers object gender agreement on the verb,
which is marked by the third person object clitic -e that is reserved for animate
beings, but it also requires the use of the a numeral classifier -taŋ.
(11) Santali (Austroasiatic; Ghosh 2008: 39)
uni
3sg.m
mit’-taŋ
one-clf
kəli-boŋga
Kali-idol
benao-akad-e-a-e
make-prf.a-3sg.obj-fin-3sg.sbj
‘He has made a Kali idol.’
Numeral classifier systems can also be borrowed, as seems to have happened in
Malto (Dravidian). Malto presumably borrowed numeral classifiers fromMagahi
(Indic; Indo-European) and elaborated the system subsequently (Emeneau 1980:
117–118). Besides the numeral classifier system Magahi also has a gender system
(Steever 1998). These are illustrated in (12).
(12) Malto (Dravidian; Steever 1998: 363, 372)
a. tīni
three
jen
clf
maler
man.pl
‘Three men’
b. rājah
king.m.nom
awḍah
say.pst.3sg.m
‘The king said’
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Language contact is also one reason for why multiple systems of noun classi-
fication get reduced. For instance, Retuara (Tucanoan) has lost its classifier sys-
tem and retained only a gender system because of language contact with Yucuna
(Arawakan; see Aikhenvald 2000: 386 and references).
The kinds of “compensating” mechanisms discussed above, motivated by econ-
omy and distinctness and manifest in diachronic change, may be found in other
areas of grammar as well (e.g., Sinnemäki 2014b). Ultimately economy and dis-
tinctness are grounded in language processing and are like the two sides of
the same coin. As a processing principle economy is a matter of ‘minimize all
you can’, which means that all unnecessary distinctions can be dispensed so
that distinctness is not lost (Bornkessel-Schlesewsky & Schlesewsky 2009). In
terms of language change, complexity trade-offs may be seen as adaptive pro-
cesses where linguistic structure adapts to preferences in language processing
(Sinnemäki 2014a; Bickel et al. 2015). In noun classification this adaptation shows
up in the fact that while the majority of the world’s languages have a system of
noun classification (§4.1), there is a tendency in languages not to develop more
than one such system.
This leads us to another important question raised by the results, namely, why
the presence of noun classification is preferred over its absence across languages
(§4.1). One relevant issue in this regard is the discussion on language complexity
that has taken place during the past 15 years. Many researchers have argued that
gender is relatively devoid of meaning (not marking real-world categories), adds
unnecessary complexity to language, and therefore tends to be lost in situations
that involve heavy language contact by adult learners (e.g., McWhorter 2001: 129;
Kusters 2003: 25; Trudgill 2011: 155–166). It has also been claimed that classifier
systems are at a corresponding level of complexity compared to gender systems
(Riddle 2008: 136–141, 147–148). Although numeral classifiers tend to mark real-
world categories – and in this sense are more semantically based – they have
been analyzed in the same way as gender, adding unnecessary complexity to
language (e.g., McWhorter 2007: 22). Some quantitative evidence for the loss of
gender complexity comes from pidgins, which tend to lose especially agreement
categories, such as gender (Roberts & Bresnan 2008). Against this background
it is surprising that there seems to be a preference for languages to develop this
kind of grammatical marking, be it gender or numeral classifiers, if it really is
unnecessary for human communication.
One possibility for this preference may be functional. The shared functions of
gender and numeral classifiers deal primarily with individuation and reference-
identification, but gender shares further functions with other types of classifiers
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as well, including the derivational expansion of the lexicon (Contini-Morava &
Kilarski 2013; see also Riddle 2008: 136–141). These functions may be central
enough in communication that there is a general preference in languages to de-
velop some type of noun classification to serve these functions. On the contrary,
especially gender marking may sometimes lead to tracking failure and ambigu-
ity and there are also grounds to believe that the referential functions of gender
(and possibly also those of classifiers) are important only in languages which
have many classes in their noun classification system (Trudgill 2011: 158–159). In
this sense it is unclear whether the above functions of noun classification are
important enough to attract and sustain noun classification in languages.
Another possible explanation is based on the simple fact that noun classifica-
tion groups nouns into classes. Even languages that do not have noun classifica-
tion may have some other forms of grouping nouns into subcategories. One such
example is declensional type (or inflectional class), which is a way of classifying
nouns into groups depending on how they inflect for grammatical categories
such as number and case (e.g., Kramer 2015: 67–68). Dahl (2000: 583–584) makes
the strong point that sometimes inflectional classes actually look like gender dis-
tinctions and some of them could be analyzed as gender.Thus, noun classification
and inflectional classes share the fact that they group nouns into subcategories.
This leads me to the following preliminary conclusion for why there is a pref-
erence to develop noun classification in the languages of the world: languages
prefer to classify nouns into subcategories and languages reach this goal in differ-
ent ways by using gender, classifiers, inflectional classes, or some other means.
The third question that the results raised is why the areal distributions of gen-
der and numeral classifiers were so biased. Since the origin and/or distribution of
gender and classifiers have been discussed in multiple publications (e.g., Corbett
1991, Corbett 2013; Nichols 1992, Nichols 2003; Aikhenvald 2000; Luraghi 2011;
Gil 2013; Passer 2016b), I will only provide some observations here.
There is increasing evidence suggesting that classifiers spread through lan-
guage contact more easily than gender does and therefore serve as strong areal
markers (Seifart 2010: 730). In addition, what tends to diffuse is often the pat-
tern of classifiers and not the actual markers (in terms of Matras 2009: 234–237);
it is rather the native words that are employed for the purpose of an incipient
classifier system. Gender systems do not spread so easily because agreement sys-
tems are less easily borrowed, although parts of the systems may be borrowed
(Aikhenvald 2000: 386–388). Since the pattern of numeral classifiers may be rel-
atively easy to spread, whereas the pattern of gender tends not to spread easily,
it is probably no coincidence that gender is considered more stable (that is, more
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likely to be genealogically inherited) than numeral classifiers (e.g., Nichols 2003:
299–303). This observation is confirmed by Dediu & Cysouw (2013) who com-
pared eight stability metrics recently developed for estimating the stability of
typological parameters. Based on their comparisons, gender (more specifically
number of gender; data from the WALS) appears to be more stable than numeral
classifiers according to the metrics (p. 13, Table 7).
On the other hand, the greater diffusability and instability of numeral classi-
fiers may be related to the way noun classification systems develop. Numeral
classifiers tend to develop ultimately from lexical sources, from generic nouns,
such as ‘man’ and ‘woman’, whereas gender tends to develop either from an ear-
lier classifier system or from a morphosyntactic source, namely, case or number
agreement (Luraghi 2011). In other words, when a language begins to develop
noun classification, it most commonly starts with a classifier system that may
then, in some cases, further develop into a noun class or a gender system. The
latter systems require longer time and more steps in their development and are,
therefore, more “mature” in terms of Dahl (2004). The fact that gender does not
spread so easily is probably related to its greater dependence on the language-
specific agreement system, whereas the idea of classifiers can spread much more
easily from one language to another, possibly regardless of the language-specific
system.
This last point leads us to consider the macroareal distributions of gender and
numeral classifiers. As was observed in §4.1, numeral classifiers cluster in the
Circum-Pacific, while gender clusters in the Old World.
However, if we focus on the frequency distribution of gender and numeral
classifiers separately inside and outside the Circum-Pacific, a different picture
emerges. The barplot in Figure 6 shows that the frequency distributions of these
two types of noun classification are almost identical in the Circum-Pacific. In
the Old World, on the contrary, gender is much more frequent than numeral
classifiers. In other words, what stands out in the frequency distributions is the
smaller than expected frequency of numeral classifiers in the Old World and the
higher than expected frequency of gender in the Old World. Thus, if we focus
on the distributions of noun classification overall, there is evidence that it is the
distributions in the Old World that are biased rather than those in the Circum-
Pacific.
Here I can only speculate possible reasons for these distributions. One possible
explanation for the greater frequency of gender in the Old World is the follow-
ing. As was discussed above, gender can develop from classifiers or from case or
number agreement. If we assume that there has been a roughly equal probability
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of developing gender from classifiers in both the Circum-Pacific and in the Old
World, then the higher frequency of gender must be explained by gender having
developed in the OldWorld more probably from case or number agreement com-
pared to the Circum-Pacific. However, this explanation cannot really account for
why the frequency of numeral classifiers is so much lower than expected in the
Old World. If gender would develop more likely from case or number agreement
than from classifiers in the Old World, this may explain the higher frequency
of gender in that area, but not the lower than expected frequency of numeral
classifiers.
Figure 6: Barplots of gender (on the left) and numeral classifiers (on the
right) inside and outside the Circum-Pacific region (counts in genera)
Another possibility is to assume that the probability of developing gender from
case or number agreement was roughly similar in the Circum-Pacific and in the
Old World. The higher frequency of gender in the Old World could then only
be explained by gender being developed more likely from classifiers in the Old
World compared to the Circum-Pacific. This explanation could account for the
higher than expected frequency of gender in the Old World and also the lower
than expected frequency of numeral classifiers in the Old World – provided that
we assume that when a numeral classifiers system changes into gender that
change is complete and the old system of numeral classifiers is practically lost.
This possibility crucially depends on the hypothesized grammaticalization path
from classifiers to gender (see §3.2). Although many researchers have suggested
this path as one possibility for gender to develop, Passer (2016b: 346) found no ev-
idence for this process in his in-depth study. He suggests that the reason for the
lack of evidence may be the following: when a classifier system turns into a gen-
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der system, this change requires large changes in the grammar of the language
that go beyond noun classification, including the development of obligatory in-
flectional agreement. Such large changes in grammars would require that many
languages change their morphological type in the process. Numeral classifiers
tend to occur especially in analytic languages, but changing morphological type
to synthetic is unlikely and rare in the languages of the world. The reasons for
the biased areal distributions must, therefore, be sought from elsewhere. (Passer
2016b.)
Another reason for the biased areal distributions of gender and numeral clas-
sifiers may be related to structural stability (cf. §4.1 and Dahl 2004: 196–202).
Gender and numeral classifiers may simply be stable over very long periods of
time, numeral classifiers being further reinforced by neighboring languages in
the Circum-Pacific area and gender being reinforced by neighboring languages
outside this area. This may be part of the story, since these variables are not the
only ones that mark off Circum-Pacific area from the rest of the world. Bickel
& Nichols (2006) show that this area is typologically marked off from the rest
of the world by about 40% of the 86 linguistic variables they surveyed. In addi-
tion, Dediu & Cysouw (2013: 13) observed that both gender and numeral classi-
fiers are among the more stable features when compared to the other selected
WALS features. This stability may be related to language type, as was implied
above: although the morphological type of languages may sometimes change, it
is unlikely that so extensive changes would be mere epiphenomena of changes
in noun classification. Languages are more likely to stick to their morphological
type and change some aspects of their linguistic patterns or lose those patterns
but not change those patterns completely from one type to another (Passer 2016b:
346). It is more cautious but probably more to the point to say that the kind of
noun classification attracted by analytic/isolating languages is (numeral) classi-
fiers and those attracted by languages with inflection is gender (cf. Corbett 1991:
137).
6 Conclusion
In this paper I have researched the interaction between gender and numeral clas-
sifiers in a representative sample of the world’s languages. The data suggested
that there is a strong inverse relationship between gender and numeral classi-
fiers.
This interaction adds to our knowledge of statistical language universals and
bespeaks for the existence of complexity trade-offs in well-circumscribed areas
of grammar. Previous research has not revealed many instances of complexity
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trade-offs (e.g., Shosted 2006; Maddieson 2006; Miestamo 2009). Those that have
been found, such as the one between case marking and rigid word order (Siewier-
ska 1998; Sinnemäki 2008, Sinnemäki 2011, Sinnemäki 2014b), have overwhelm-
ingly occurred between functionally related variables that, for instance, tread the
same functional domain (such as argument marking). It is possible that new com-
plexity trade-offs will be found among typological variables, but my contention
is that they will be found among variables that are functionally related and may
therefore also be diachronically connected to one another.
Although the current data suggests a new complexity trade-off this result does
not provide evidence for the claim that all languages are equally complex. As I
have demonstrated elsewhere (Sinnemäki 2014c) correlational evidence based on
typological feature-data cannot either validate or falsify this claim.
I have said very little about the typological distribution of noun classifiers and
possessive classifiers. Numeral classifiers are just one subtype of classifiers, so to
form a more precise picture of how gender interacts with classifiers in general it
would be necessary to survey at least these two types of classifiers in the future
as well.
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Special abbreviations
The following abbreviations are not found in the Leipzig Glossing Rules:
a active hum human poss possessor marking
anim animate icmp incompletive prep preposition
clf classifier nhum non-human prf perfect
clt clitic num numeral ref referential
fin finite nvis non-visible wk week
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Appendix 1: Supporting material about mixed effects
modeling
The results of the mixed effect modeling indicated that gender correlated in-
versely with numeral classifiers irrespective of variation related to language fam-
ilies and geographical areas. Here I discuss the model specifications in greater
detail and present also a few additional tests that replicate the results.
One important issue that often surfaces in relation to generalized mixed ef-
fects modeling is the convergence of models. A common problem in fitting the
models is that they do not always converge. In generalized linear mixed effects
modeling an iterative algorithm is used to produce the model parameters. This it-
eration stops when the difference between successive iterations is smaller than a
predetermined tolerance. If so, the model is said to converge, otherwise it is said
not to converge. In R the tolerance is set to 1e−8 by default, which means that in
practice the model fit cannot be improved with further iterations. See Hardin &
Hilbe (2007: 2, 9, 10, 31) and Kimball et al. (submitted: 3–4) for more details and
references to more technical papers.
When the model does not converge, there are three options available: simplify
the models, increase the number of iterations, or use a different optimizer. Based
on my experience with generalized linear mixed models using binomial response
factors it is hardly ever the case that increasing the number of iterations leads to
convergence.Themost common alternative in linguistics has been to simplify the
models and remove one or more of the random slopes (or the correlation parame-
ters between the random intercept and random slope for some effect). However,
there is ongoing debate among researchers whether it is justified to leave out any
aspect of the random structure. The simulations of Barr et al. (2013) suggest that
it is best to work with maximal models, whereas, for instance, Baayen (2008),
Baayen et al. (2008: 395), Bates, Kliegl, et al. (2015), and Gries (2015) argue that
it is fully justified to ask whether all of the random structure is necessary. The
statistical literature, on the other hand, suggests that estimating random effects
with likelihood ratio test (anova) is not a valid approach for building mixed ef-
fects models (see Kimball et al. submitted: 8 and references there). For this latter
reason I did not use model simplification for the purpose of improving conver-
gence. (Kimball et al. submitted.)
However, there are situations that may be somewhat problematic if maximal
random structure is used. Sometimes the correlation parameter between the ran-
dom intercept and the random slope for a particular effect is close to or even
equals ±1.0. This circumstance means that there is not enough data to fit both a
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random intercept and a random slope for a particular effect (Baayen et al. 2008;
Bates, Kliegl, et al. 2015). In these situations I followed the recommendations of
Barr et al. (2013) and chose to keep the maximal model. There are two reasons for
this. First, simplifying the models by removing the correlation between random
effects or by removing a random slope usually only increases the likelihood ratio
of the fixed term (here numeral classifiers) and makes its p-value smaller. In all
the models below, the fixed effect was significant even with the maximal model,
so simplifying the models would not have changed the situation. Second, since
languages change at different rates across families and areas (cf. Nichols 2003), it
is crucial to include random slopes for both families and areas. Yet owing to the
high number of families it may not be usually possible to include more than one
random factor for genealogical affiliation especially in Generalized Linear Mixed
Models. For instance, Atkinson (2011) modeled both genera and families as ran-
dom factors but only as random intercepts not as random slopes (or as nested
factors, which could have been done). Thus mixed models may not be able to ac-
count for the internal structure of language families for which other approaches
are called for, such as the Family Bias Theory of Bickel (2013) or phylogenetic
regression (e.g., Dunn et al. 2011).
Convergence can be improved also by using a different optimizer. The R pack-
age lme4 (Bates, Maechler, et al. 2015) uses two optimizers, BOBYQA and Nelder-
Mead, to estimate the random effects in generalized linear mixed effects model-
ing. My models did not always converge with the default settings, that is, when
using both these optimizers. My solution was to use only one optimizer at a time.
I used BOBYQA for most of the models (it is also faster in practice) and Nelder-
Mead only when using BOBYQA did not work: these choices resulted in model
convergence in all situations. A more general solution to the convergence error
is offered by Bayesian mixed effects modeling (see e.g. Kimball et al. submitted),
but I chose to use the frequentist approach here because of its greater familiarity
in linguistics.
In the mixed effects modeling I let the intercepts and the slopes vary between
the WALS families and between the continents as defined in the Autotyp. But
there are other genealogical classifications that could have been used and the
world can also be divided into geographical areas based on different criteria. The
classifications I chose capture variation at one particular level of configuration,
so it is informative to try out alternative configurations as well. For instance, the
ten continents used in the Autotyp may conceal variation that occurs in finer-
grained areas or in larger macro-areas. For this reason I retested the hypothe-
sis by using an alternative genealogical classification as well as two alternative
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Figure 7: Six macroareas of the WALS on the world map
areal configurations. As an alternative genealogical classification I used stocks,
the highest level of classification in the Autotyp database (Bickel et al. 2017). As
alternative areal configurations I used the six macroareas in theWALS and the 24
areas in the Autotyp. The six macroareas of the WALS are illustrated on a world
map in Figure 7 (using the 2679 languages of that database) and the 24 areas of
the Autotyp are illustrated in Figure 8 (using 2949 languages of that database).15
These combinations of the genealogical and areal classifications produced five
additional models listed in Table 4.
The results of these additional models are summarized in Table 4. As the fourth
column suggests, in all the additional models there was an inverse relationship
between gender and numeral classifiers. As the rightmost column suggests, this
relationshipwas significant in all themodels.These results further replicate those
reported in §4.2.
15See Hammarström & Donohue (2014) for a macroareal definition that is different from those
used in the WALS. Most areal breakdowns in language typology are based on geography, but
it would be possible to use also areal breakdowns based on other criteria, such as social struc-
ture (Burton et al. 1996). However, typological research has yet to discuss and employ such
approaches.
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Figure 8: The 24 areas of the Autotyp on a world map
Table 4: Five additional models, the design of their random effect struc-
ture, and the results of the mixed effects modeling
Model Areal
configuration
Genealogical
classification
logit estimates
+ std. error
𝜒 2(1) p-value
W24 24 areas WALS-families −2.1 ± 1.1 9.3 0.002
W6 6 macroareas WALS-families −1.9 ± 0.9 4.1 0.042
A10 10 continents Autotyp-stocks −3.4 ± 2.4 8.3 0.004
A24 24 areas Autotyp-stocks −3.1 ± 2.3 9.2 0.002
A6 6 macroareas Autotyp-stocks −3.1 ± 1.9 4.7 0.030
Appendix 2: The sample and sources
The table below provides information about the 360 sample languages, including
genealogical classification, macroareal classification, the data on numeral clas-
sifiers and gender, and sources. A more detailed database on noun gender is in
preparation to Journal of Cross-Linguistic Databases.
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